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Research:
Applications and developments within the
framework of density functional theory and we
are currently focusing on the following research
topics:







Temperature dependent properties of
finite systems (Polarizabily, Heat
Capacity)
Ab-initio Born-Oppenheimer molecular
dynamic (BOMD) simulations
Metals and transition metal clusters
Endohedral and large fullerenes
Biological systems
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Research Project for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology:
Development and applications within density functional theory in order to determine different properties
such as ground state structures, transition state structures, frequencies, energy properties, optical and
magnetic properties of complex systems relevant in the field of nanoscience and nanotechnology like
transition metal systems, endohedral fullerenes and biological systems. The classes of systems to be
investigated are selected on depending of the interest of the Ph.D. candidates and on the basis of their
background. These studies will be performed with density functional theory. The proposed Ph.D. project
aims to bridge theoretical results with experimental data in order to elucidate the molecular structure of the
studied complex systems, to determine their relevant energy properties (binding energy, ionization potential,
electron affinity etc.), to evaluate properties such as electric properties (dipole moments, polarizabilities,
hyperpolarizabilities, etc.) or magnetic properties (magnetic moments, chemical shift, etc.) and to understand
the elementary steps in chemical reactions of which the considered complex systems classes are involved.

